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Abstract
Neuronal gamma-band synchronization is found in many cortical areas, is induced by different stimuli or tasks, and is related to several cognitive capacities. Thus, it appears as if many different gamma-band synchronization phenomena subserve many different functions. I argue that gamma-band synchronization is a fundamental process that subserves an elemental operation of cortical computation. Cortical computation unfolds in the interplay between neuronal dynamics and structural neuronal connectivity. A core motif of neuronal connectivity is convergence, which brings about both selectivity and invariance of neuronal responses. However, those core functions can be achieved simultaneously only if converging neuronal inputs are functionally segmented and if only one segment is selected at a time. This segmentation and selection can be elegantly achieved if structural connectivity interacts with neuronal synchronization. I propose that this process is at least one of the fundamental functions of gamma-band synchronization, which then subserves numerous higher cognitive functions.
INTRODUCTION

Gamma-band synchronization took center stage in systems neuroscience in the late 1980s and early 1990s, primarily through the work of Singer and colleagues (Eckhorn et al. 1988, Gray et al. 1989, Engel et al. 1991b, Singer & Gray 1995). These pioneering studies focused on testing the proposal that gamma-band synchronization subserves perceptual binding, often referred to in short as the binding by synchronization hypothesis. The numerous studies supporting this proposal as well as the few studies that presented apparently contradicting evidence have been reviewed extensively over the years (Singer 1999). I therefore focus on ideas about gamma-band synchronization that are in accordance with the binding-by-synchronization hypothesis but take a different perspective.

The binding-by-synchronization hypothesis is a psychophysiological hypothesis, proposing a physiological observable as the material substrate of a psychological experience. In a conventional psychophysiological hypothesis, enhanced activity of visual cortical neurons might be proposed as the substrate of the perception of the inducing visual stimulus. The binding-by-synchronization hypothesis applies an ingenious modification of the conventional approach by proposing that relations between physiological observables are the substrate of the experience of relations among stimuli. Specifically, the synchronization among neuronal activities was proposed as a correlate of perceptual binding between the stimuli inducing the synchronized activities.

The approach that I present here might be called physiophysiological, because it primarily considers the relation between two physiological phenomena, namely neuronal synchronization and neuronal interactions. I begin by considering the widespread, yet specific, occurrence of the phenomenon of neuronal gamma-band synchronization. This widespread nature begs the question of whether gamma-band synchronization affects neuronal processing. This question is of central importance: If gamma-band synchronization has no consequences for neuronal processing, then it is an epiphenomenon, but if it has consequences, then it has some function whatever the precise function may be. To decide between the latter two alternatives, I quickly review the mechanisms that underlie gamma-band synchronization because they suggest potential immediate consequences for neuronal processing. I then review the actual evidence for such immediate consequences and proceed to consider potential network consequences, which will lead to obvious parallels between those network consequences and fundamental operations of cortical computation.

In short, I try to conceptualize gamma-band synchronization as a fundamental mechanic process, hence the title of this review. Although the one fundamental process highlighted here might contribute to several higher cognitive functions, it is most likely not the only fundamental process of cortical computation that
entails gamma-band synchronization. Gamma-band synchronization might, for example, play a fundamental role in synaptic plasticity; this is not considered here.

**THE SCOPE OF NEURONAL GAMMA-BAND SYNCHRONIZATION**

In the late 1980s and the 1990s, a series of studies demonstrated gamma-band synchronization in the visual cortex of anesthetized cats and monkeys when the cortex was activated by moving bars or gratings (Eckhorn et al. 1988; Gray et al. 1989; Gray & Singer 1989; Engel et al. 1991a,b,c). Although these stimuli induce visual gamma-band synchronization particularly reliably, it has also been described, for instance, with stationary squares (Rols et al. 2001) and smoothly deforming shapes (Taylor et al. 2005) and during the free-viewing exploration of a static visual search array (Bichot et al. 2005). Neuronal synchronization in the gamma-frequency range has also been observed in the retina and lateral geniculate nucleus of anesthetized cats (Neuenschwander & Singer 1996), but this high-frequency synchronization appears to be distinct from visual cortical gamma-band synchronization (Castelo-Branco et al. 1998). Furthermore, several studies demonstrated that gamma-band synchronization is also present in the visual cortex of cat and monkey when the animals are awake and alert (Frien et al. 1994; Kreiter & Singer 1996; Fries et al. 1997; Gray & Di Prisco 1997; Friedmann-Hill et al. 2000; Maldonado et al. 2000; Fries et al. 2001, 2002, 2008b; Bichot et al. 2005; Taylor et al. 2005; Womelsdorf et al. 2006, 2007). Gamma-band synchronization has also been found across a range of species. The first reports in cats and monkeys were followed by reports in rats and mice (Bragin et al. 1995, Buhl et al. 2003, Csicsvari et al. 2003, Buzsáki 2006, Montgomery & Buzsáki 2007, Montgomery et al. 2008) and in different stages of the olfactory system of invertebrates (Wehr & Laurent 1996, Stopfer et al. 1997, Laurent 2002). Very long-range gamma-band synchronization can be observed between motor cortex and muscle and therefore also involves the spinal cord (Brown et al. 1998, Schoffelen et al. 2005). Finally, clear gamma-band synchronization has been observed in some subcortical nuclei, e.g., the subthalamic nucleus (Cassidy et al. 2002, Trottenberg et al. 2006). Despite this generality, gamma-band synchronization also exhibits great specificity. Already the first reports of stimulus-induced gamma-band synchronization in visual cortex emphasized, for example, its selectivity for stimulus orientation (Gray & Singer 1989). Later reports followed in the same vein, demonstrating for example that the gamma-band synchronization in the lateral intraparietal area during a delayed saccade task was selective for the
direction of the upcoming saccade (Pesaran et al. 2002, Van Der Werf et al. 2008).

Considering gamma-band synchronization’s generality and specificity, it appears at first glance as if it emerged whenever neurons fire action potentials at elevated firing rates. However, several studies indicate that gamma-band synchronization requires additional, modulatory network activation. This modulatory network activation is probably best indexed by the spectral composition of the electroencephalogram (EEG) or its local version, the local field potential (LFP). When the EEG or LFP contains low levels of delta- and high levels of gamma-band power, the respective network is in an activated state. Such activated states are required, in addition to neuronal firing rate increases, to see neuronal gamma-band synchronization (Herculano-Houzel et al. 1999). They can be produced by electrically stimulating the mesencephalic reticular formation, also known as part of the ascending reticular activating system (Munk et al. 1996, Herculano-Houzel et al. 1999). The mechanisms underlying this modulatory activation are not yet fully understood but most likely involve acetylcholine (Rodriguez et al. 2004). Similarly activated network states, with fine spatial resolution, are created by attentional top-down control (Fries et al. 2001, 2008b; Bichot et al. 2005; Taylor et al. 2005; Womelsdorf et al. 2006). These attentional influences on gamma-band synchronization are discussed in detail below.

THE MECHANISMS BEHIND GAMMA-BAND SYNCHRONIZATION

The above reviewed conditions for gamma-band synchronization provide initial clues to the mechanisms behind gamma-band synchronization. These mechanisms are obviously present across very large parts of the neocortex and hippocampus and at least in some subcortical nuclei. Indeed, the current view is that gamma-band synchronization can emerge in any network of excitatory and inhibitory neurons that fulfills basic prerequisites (Tiesinga et al. 2001, Börgers et al. 2005). Quantitative simulations have provided detailed models of gamma-band synchronization, but for this review, a strongly reduced heuristic will be helpful and is given here.

Excitatory neurons drive the entire local network, including the basket cells, a frequent type of interneuron that provides shunting inhibition onto each other and onto excitatory neurons (Vida et al. 2006, Bartos et al. 2007). The most strongly driven basket cell will fire first, thereby providing shunting inhibition to numerous other basket cells. This shunting inhibition will wear off synchronously across the basket cells. They will then fire roughly synchronously, providing synchronous shunting inhibition to all their synaptic targets. After just a few of these cycles, large numbers of basket cells can be entrained to a rhythm. The rhythm’s frequency is chiefly determined by the time constant of the shunting inhibition among basket cells (Vida et al. 2006). The basket cells also impose their rhythmically synchronized inhibition onto the local network’s excitatory neurons. This synaptic input from the basket cells to the excitatory neurons is typically perisomatic, fast, and strong (Papp et al. 2001). Consequently, it leaves only a short window of opportunity for the excitatory neurons to fire when one bout of inhibition wears off and the next one has not yet arrived (Hasenstaub et al. 2005).

IMMEDIATE CONSEQUENCES OF GAMMA-BAND SYNCHRONIZATION

After this short review of the mechanisms underlying local gamma-band synchronization, it is hard to imagine that gamma-band synchronization would not affect neuronal processing. Our views on the consequences of gamma-band synchronization have evolved over the past 15 years. I give a short overview on two main concepts before describing them in detail.

The initial concept emphasized that gamma-band synchronization comodulates
the firing rates of the involved neurons at a frequency of 40–80 Hz, resulting in precise spike synchronization among local excitatory neurons. Thus, packages of synchronized spikes propagate to other neuronal groups, and there, the precise synchronization of incoming spikes should enhance their impact, i.e., feedforward coincidence detection should occur.

This feedforward coincidence detection concept has recently been supplemented with another concept that emphasizes that gamma-band synchronization entails the rhythmic inhibition of the local network. Therefore, gamma-band synchronization within a neuronal group should entail gamma-rhythmic modulations in the group’s susceptibility to input, i.e., a rhythmic input gain modulation should take place.

**Feedforward Coincidence Detection**

Initially, the most prominent concept pertaining to the consequences of precise neuronal synchronization was feedforward coincidence detection (König et al. 1996; Salinas & Sejnowski 2000, 2001). Coincidence detection is primarily concerned with excitatory inputs onto single postsynaptic target neurons. The number of those synaptic inputs per postsynaptic neuron is often very large, in the range of 5000 to 10,000. Because postsynaptic potentials in vivo are short, they summate in the postsynaptic neuron effectively only when they arrive within a few milliseconds of each other. Such temporal focusing of synaptic inputs could be achieved by gamma-band synchronization among the presynaptic neurons. Gamma-band synchronization typically occurs at frequencies between 40 and 80 Hz, corresponding to cycle lengths of 25 ms down to 12 ms. The gamma-synchronized spikes are therefore concentrated in roughly less than half of the gamma cycle and therefore leave the gamma-synchronized neurons within ~12 ms down to 6 ms. If this precision of timing is maintained between the output from the gamma-synchronized presynaptic neurons and the corresponding synaptic input onto postsynaptic target neurons, then the synchronized spikes make a greater impact on their targets (but see Morita et al. 2008). This greater impact is due on the one hand to the effective summation of synchronous postsynaptic potentials and on the other hand to active mechanisms triggered by those synchronous postsynaptic potentials (Azouz & Gray 2000, 2003).

**Rhythmic Input Gain Modulation**

While rhythmic synchronization within a group of neurons affects the efficacy of those neurons’ spike output, it also affects the efficacy of the synaptic input to that neuronal target group. When the neurons in a target group are synchronized in the gamma-frequency band, they are under the dominant influence of gamma-rhythmic inhibitory inputs (Hasenstaub et al. 2005). These gammarhythmic inhibitory inputs emerge primarily from local basket cells, which produce strong, perisomatic inputs onto pyramidal cells (Papp et al. 2001). Those strong, perisomatic inputs powerfully modulate the efficacy of other synaptic inputs, particularly of excitatory inputs impinging on the more distal dendrites of pyramidal cells. As a consequence, excitatory input is most efficient when it arrives out of phase with the inhibitory barrages, and vice versa.

The crucial consequence is that rhythmic local inhibitory synchronization entails the rhythmic modulation of excitatory input gain. The input gain is modulated cyclically, and for a 40–80-Hz gamma-band, the input gain cycle is 12–25 ms short. Such a rapid input gain rhythm will affect the average gain of rhythmic excitatory input across multiple cycles, e.g., across a behaviorally relevant period of 250 ms. The average gain across multiple cycles will depend on the precision and phase of the synchronization between rhythmic input and rhythmic input gain. The absence of any synchronization between the rhythms of inputs and gain changes will lead to an average sampling of input gains and thereby result in a moderate gain. The presence of synchronization is equivalent to a consistent phase relation between the rhythms of inputs and gain changes. Such a
consistent phase relation can maximize or minimize average gain, dependent on the phase relation. Synaptic input that arrives consistently at the moments of maximal input gain will benefit maximally, and vice versa. In general, interactions among rhythmically active neuronal groups should depend on neuronal synchronization; therefore, this concept has been addressed as the communication through coherence hypothesis (Figure 1a) (Fries 2005).

Theoretical studies first pointed to the importance of rhythmic inhibition for input gain modulation (Tiesinga et al. 2004, 2005; Börgers & Kopell 2008), and recently, the communication through coherence hypothesis was supported by direct physiological evidence (Womelsdorf et al. 2007). Womelsdorf et al. recorded simultaneously from separate groups of neurons within or across visual areas that were coactivated with appropriate visual stimuli and engaged in gamma-band synchronization. The presence of significant rhythmic synchronization corresponds to a consistent phase relation among the rhythms in the synchronized groups. However, under physiological circumstances, and for neuronal groups separated by more than a few hundred micron, phase relations among local rhythms were not perfectly consistent. Rather, across a sufficiently long observation period, all phase relations were observed, with merely a predominance around the mean phase relation (Figure 1b). This situation allowed the investigators to sort observation epochs according to the phase relation among the local rhythms and to test for the hypothesized influence of phase relation on the strength of interactions. For this test, interaction strength needs to be defined between frequency-specific rhythms because phase relations are also frequency specific and should correspondingly affect only the interactions at the respective frequency. Thus, interaction strength was estimated by the correlation among rhythm strengths across all epochs with a certain phase relation. This analysis confirmed the hypothesis that the phase relation...
between two local rhythms determined the interaction strength between those rhythmic activities (Figure 1c) (Womelsdorf et al. 2007).

NETWORK CONSEQUENCES

In consideration of gamma-band synchronization’s immediate consequences, interesting network consequences emerge when two groups (A and B) of neurons provide converging synaptic input to a common target group (C) and compete for influence on this target group (Figure 1a). If there is rhythmic synchronization among the neurons in group A and among the neurons in group B, but not between those in A and B, then group C will most likely synchronize to either A or B but not to both at the same time (Börgers & Kopell 2008). This is due to the inhibitory interneurons in group C. When the interneurons in C have fired a synchronous barrage of spikes, then C’s neurons are collectively inhibited and collectively return from inhibition. When C is synchronized with A, then input from A will arrive around the time that C is again ready to receive this input. But input from B (which is not synchronized with A) will arrive mostly when C is not receptive. Thus, in short, the locking of C to either A or B implements a winner-takes-all mechanism between the competing inputs of A and B into C.

The reason behind the winner-takes-all mechanism is the inhibition-mediated rhythmic input gain modulation in C, which lends high gain to the input that is coherent with C but low gain to the input that is not coherent with C. Which input actually achieves coherence with C is likely determined by the coincidence detection mechanism. The coincidence detection mechanism renders C sensitive to the synchronization among the neurons in group A, for example. If those neurons in group A are precisely gamma-band synchronized to each other, then they will trigger many spikes in C and thereby entrain the interneuron network of C to the phase of the rhythm in A. Once this entrainment is achieved, the input gain effect will exert the winner-takes-all mechanism: It will reduce the impact of B and further amplify the impact of A in their competition for control over C. Together, the two mechanisms of coincidence detection and of rhythmic gain modulation thereby provide an exclusive communication link between the target C and the more strongly synchronized input A (with the term exclusive used in its literal sense of excluding the input that is not synchronized to C) (Fries 2005, Fries et al. 2008b).

The described constellation of two neuronal groups converging onto one target group is a fundamental motif in neocortex. It is well described, for example, in the visual system among visual areas at adjacent levels of the hierarchy. Neurons in V1 provide convergent input into neurons in V2, neurons in V2 provide convergent input into neurons in V4, and so on (Salin et al. 1992, Lund et al. 2003). The specific pattern of synaptic connections converging on a given neuron is the product of genetic specification and learning (Erickson & Desimone 1999, Baker et al. 2002). During learning, synaptic inputs that are often active together are strengthened such that (statistical) regularities in synaptic input lead to selectivities of the respective postsynaptic target neurons. While this mechanism renders the postsynaptic neurons selective to diagnostic features of the learned input pattern, it also renders them nonselective or invariant to nondiagnostic accidental features (Ito et al. 1995). This invariance is an advantage because it may provide the basis for object recognition even when there are changes to irrelevant stimulus aspects. But this invariance is also a curse because a given stimulus will never cover the complete input space of a given neuron, leaving room for competing stimuli. This problem is obvious in the spatial dimension: The size of receptive fields increases across hierarchy levels (Gattass et al. 2005). As a consequence, a stimulus that drives a particular high-level neuron will under natural viewing conditions almost always be part of a scene together with other stimuli (Sheinberg & Logothetis 2001). For example, the big receptive field of a “banana-selective” inferotemporal neuron will rarely contain an isolated banana, and the other stimuli in the receptive
field, when presented in isolation, may produce widely varying activity levels in the respective neuron.

This problem could be called the curse of confusion through convergence, and it needs to be addressed to realize the fundamental benefits of neuronal selectivity that are brought about through cell-specific synaptic convergence patterns. To this end, it would be beneficial if the effective input of a given neuron at a given moment in time were limited to functional subsets corresponding to one actual object. For example, if a banana-selective neuron has a banana and an apple in its receptive field, then ideally either the banana-driven or the apple-driven inputs should be effective at a given moment but not both simultaneously. This selective efficacy of subsets of a neuron’s input may be implemented through the above-mentioned exclusive communication link, which is in turn brought about by gamma-band synchronization. But for this solution to work, two conditions must be met simultaneously: First, inputs driven by a given stimulus need to be rhythmically synchronized to each other, but not to inputs driven by other stimuli. This requirement corresponds to the binding-by-synchronization hypothesis reviewed quickly in the introduction. As mentioned above, abundant experimental evidence exists in support of this hypothesis (Singer & Gray 1995). Second, one of the input segments must be given a competitive advantage over the other by enhancing its gamma-band synchronization. This requirement corresponds to the hypothesis of biased competition through enhanced synchronization (Fries 2005). I quickly review the concept of biased competition as a mechanism behind selective attention and the role of gamma-band synchronization for biased competition. I then return to our considerations of neuronal selectivity and invariance.

BIASED COMPETITION

When we are faced with two visual stimuli, these stimuli activate two groups of neurons in early visual areas. As mentioned above, these groups of neurons have anatomical projections that converge onto neurons in higher visual areas. When only one of the two visual stimuli is behaviorally relevant, then these neurons in higher visual areas respond as if only the behaviorally relevant stimulus was present (Chelazzi et al. 1993, Reynolds et al. 1999, Reynolds & Chelazzi 2004). Thus, they respond as if they interacted effectively only with those neurons in earlier visual areas that forward the information about the behaviorally relevant, or attended, stimulus. The interaction with other neurons, which forward information about distracter stimuli, appears to have stopped despite the fact that the anatomical connections are still present. Selective attention thus renders from all anatomically possible interactions a selected subset to be effective, leaving other inputs ineffective or blocked. This concept is captured in the biased competition model of selective attention (Desimone & Duncan 1995, Reynolds et al. 1999).

The biased competition model contains the two lower-level groups of neurons that are driven by the two stimuli and that provide converging and competing input into a higher-level target group of neurons. The model assumes that attention influences visual processing by enhancing the input gain for the lower-level neuronal group that is driven by the behaviorally relevant stimulus (Reynolds et al. 1999). The mechanism behind the input gain modulation is not specified in the model. Yet, it may well be implemented through an enhanced gamma-band synchronization among the lower-level neurons driven by the attended stimulus and by an ensuing exclusive communication link between them and higher-level target neurons (Fries et al. 2001, 2008b; Fries 2005).

This proposal is supported by direct physiological evidence. Selective attention to a visual stimulus specifically enhances the gamma-band synchronization among neurons in monkey extrastriate visual cortex driven by that stimulus (Fries et al. 2001, 2008b; Bichot et al. 2005; Taylor et al. 2005; Womelsdorf et al. 2006). This attentional enhancement of gamma-band
synchronization is in turn predictive of the behavioral benefits of attention. One key behavioral benefit of attention is a shortened reaction time to behaviorally relevant events. Shortened behavioral response times have been found when the behaviorally relevant information is processed by neurons that are already particularly precisely gamma-band synchronized (Womelsdorf et al. 2006). Because the gamma-band synchronization in visual cortex cannot affect motor output directly, the most likely interpretation is that it triggers an exclusive communication link with target neurons in other areas, ultimately motor cortex.

SELECTIVITY AND INVARIANCE, SEGMENTATION, AND SELECTION

As discussed above, a core motif of cortical connectivity is convergence: It brings about neuronal selectivity and invariance but also a curse of confusion, which may be resolved if the total input to a neuron is functionally segmented and if one of the segments is given a competitive advantage through selection. I have reviewed evidence suggesting that both conditions are met and subserved by gamma-band synchronization. The solution seems to lie in the interplay between structural neuronal connectivity and dynamic neuronal synchronization. In this interplay, the core contributions of neuronal connectivity are neuronal selectivity and neuronal invariance. The core contributions of neuronal synchronization are segmentation and selection. Just as selectivity and invariance are associated, segmentation and selection also appear to be intimately related and probably mutually depend on each other.

Under natural viewing conditions, selection requires at least some rough segmentation, and accurate segmentation would be greatly aided by selection. If a new input is presented at a given moment, then segmentation through synchronization at early processing levels is initially likely preliminary and shaped primarily by the intrinsic microconnectivity at that level (Köng et al. 1993). But such a coarse segmentation would be sufficient for an initial selection of one input segment and would enable the subsequent expression of selective responses at the next processing level. Neurons at higher processing levels have obtained their selectivities through learning, which strengthened the synapses of frequently co-occurring input patterns. The outputs of those neurons feed back roughly to the neurons that provide the learned input patterns (Lund et al. 2003). Thus, feedback from them will contain the learned input structure. This feedback will provide a sort of prediction on the basis of prior experiences and will thereby refine the segmentation of an actual given input pattern. Thus, segmentation and selection may evolve together whenever an input is processed. This coevolution could be likened to a fitting procedure in which a model that is distributed over several levels of the cortical hierarchy is fitted to the input. I propose that this fitting process is a fundamental cortical computation and is mechanistically subserved by gamma-band synchronization.

So far, we have considered the selection part of this concept only in the context of a typical selective attention experiment in which attention is predirected to part of the input by means of a cue. I suggest that such a selection occurs continuously when we are awake and generally attentive and that the input space is explored by moving the selection around rhythmically.

EXPLORATION THROUGH RHYTHMIC BREAKING OF GAMMA

The strength of gamma-band synchronization is modulated with the phase of lower-frequency rhythms, particularly the theta rhythm (Figure 2a) (Bragin et al. 1995, Lakatos et al. 2005, Canolty et al. 2006) and the alpha rhythm (O. Jensen, personal communication). I primarily address the theta rhythm because gamma modulation by theta is best established, but both phenomena might be related as discussed further below. I propose that each cycle of the theta rhythm constitutes a cycle of
selection and interpretation of parts of the sensory input, and I base this on two pieces of evidence: First, in each theta cycle, gamma-band synchronization is built up and then broken again (Figure 2a) (Bragin et al. 1995, Lakatos et al. 2005, Canolty et al. 2006). Second, as reviewed above, gamma-band synchronization is involved in the selection of behaviorally
relevant sensory information (Fries et al. 2001). Thus, if each theta cycle first makes and then breaks a gamma-synchronized network, then this theta rhythm probably makes and breaks selections of the input segments.

Crucial support for this suggestion comes from recordings in inferotemporal (IT) cortex of monkeys. IT cortex is high up in the hierarchy of visual cortex and, as reviewed above, neurons at this level respond exclusively to the selected stimulus even if it is presented together with other stimuli (Chelazzi et al. 1993, Chelazzi 1995, Reynolds & Chelazzi 2004). Rollenhagen & Olson (2005) recorded from single, isolated IT neurons in awake, fixating macaque monkeys while they were presented with two visual stimuli. One of the stimuli activated the recorded neuron stronger, i.e., was preferred, whereas the other was nonpreferred. One stimulus was presented first in isolation, and after 600 ms, the second stimulus was added (while the first remained unchanged). When the first stimulus was preferred, it induced a strong response as shown in the upper panel of Figure 2b. When the nonpreferred stimulus followed 600 ms later, it induced a reduction in firing rate. The observation relevant for our considerations is that this initial reduction in firing rate was followed by a sequence of firing rate enhancements and reductions. This sequence was periodic with a period length of roughly 0.2 s, i.e., a frequency of roughly 5 Hz, which is in the theta-frequency range. A similar periodic firing rate modulation was found when the nonpreferred stimulus was presented first and followed by the preferred one, but in this case, the onset of the preferred stimulus induced an initial increase in firing rate (lower panel of Figure 2b).

As mentioned above, IT neurons respond only to the selected stimulus out of a multi-stimulus display (Chelazzi et al. 1993). This effect is so strong and well documented that we can turn the reasoning around: With the preferred and nonpreferred stimulus used in this experiment, a high firing rate indicates the selection of the preferred stimulus and vice versa. Thus, the theta-rhythmic alternation in firing rate suggests a theta-rhythmic oscillation of selection between the two stimuli. The initial phase of the theta oscillation is determined by the stimulus onset. The onset of a new, salient stimulus always leads to the automatic selection of that stimulus (Remington et al. 1992, Sheinberg & Logothetis 1997); the experimental data do indeed show that onsets of preferred stimuli caused initial upstrokes in firing rate, but onsets of nonpreferred stimuli caused initial downstrokes in firing rate. Also consistent with this interpretation are two other findings: (a) The theta rhythm resets after the onset of a salient stimulus (Buzsáki et al. 1979, Rizzuto et al. 2003, Williams & Givens 2003); and (b) apart from the hippocampus, the theta rhythm is particularly strong in frontal cortex (Iramina et al. 1996, Jensen & Tésche 2002), which is involved in the shifting of attention (Rossi et al. 2007).

In Figure 2b, the initial up- or downstrokes after onset of the second stimulus are

Figure 2
Input exploration through theta-rhythmic breaking of gamma. a (upper panel): Normalized power of a human subdural ECoG signal as a function of frequency (y-axis) and time relative to troughs of the theta rhythm observed in the same signal (x-axis). (Lower panel) The raw ECoG signal averaged around theta troughs. Modified from Canolty et al. (2006). b: Firing rates of inferotemporal cortex neurons when presented with preferred and nonpreferred stimuli in the temporal sequences as indicated inside the figure panels. Modified from Rollenhagen & Olson (2005). c: Spike rasters of an inferotemporal neuron for individual stimulus presentations. The time of stimulus presentation is indicated in a blue background shade. For each stimulus presentation, a 5-Hz rhythm is present and stable across the time shown. Across stimulus presentations, this rhythm appears to reset when the stimulus present, but it then drifts slightly in frequency/phase (highlighted for two trials shown in red). As a consequence of this drift, the average firing rate (shown in gray behind the spike rasters) suggests a dampening of the 5-Hz rhythm. Modified from Sheinberg & Logothetis (1997).
particularly strong, and the oscillation amplitude diminishes with time after the onset of the second stimulus. These results could be explained by various processes, but a particularly parsimonious explanation is also particularly intriguing: There may be an ongoing 5-Hz exploration of input, and the onset of a new stimulus merely resets the exploration toward the salient new stimulus. This reset renders the oscillation clearly visible shortly after onset. But with increasing time after the onset, the oscillation disappears in the average across trials owing to small variations in oscillation frequency across trials. This suggestion is supported by the investigation of IT neuronal firing in individual trials. Even when only the preferred stimulus is present in isolation, IT neurons can show responses that keep a ∼5-Hz rhythmicity in individual trials, but with slightly drifting frequencies/phases across trials (Figure 2c).

The precise interrelation between gamma and lower frequencies will need further clarification. As discussed above, IT neurons presented with a preferred and nonpreferred stimulus undulate in response according to a 5-Hz rhythmicity. This rhythmic response requires that a given stimulus is selected every 0.2 s; however, this means that with two stimuli, a selection is required every 0.1 s. The latter period corresponds to the 10-Hz alpha-band rhythm. The alpha rhythm also modulates the strength of gamma-band synchronization (O. Jensen, personal communication), and the alpha rhythm is strong particularly over posterior parietal cortex, a region involved in stimulus selection. Direct investigations of the interrelations between those rhythms in the discussed context will be an important topic for future research.

CONCLUSION

Gamma-band synchronization is a fundamental operation mode of activated cortical networks. Synchronized networks have a higher impact on their target networks, and the entrainment of a target network establishes an exclusive neuronal communication link. Such exclusive links are essential for cortical computation. Cortical computation unfolds when inputs converge in specific patterns onto targets, creating neuronal selectivity and invariance. But invariance entails a curse of confusion, which precludes the benefits of selectivity to be harvested. This curse is overcome by segmenting the input and selecting one segment at a time. Both segmentation and selection are achieved through gamma-band synchronization as part of one process. This process selects at a given moment necessarily only one segment of the input. The remaining input is explored by sampling segments at a low-frequency rhythm. The low-frequency rhythm therefore makes and breaks gamma-synchronized networks. I have discussed these considerations with evidence primarily from the visual system, but I suggest that in similar ways, neuronal gamma-band synchronization constitutes a fundamental process for all of cortical computation.
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